Using MZ differences in the search for nonshared environmental effects.
Behavioural genetic research has shown that environmental influences relevant to the development of individual differences are largely nonshared in origin. That is, environmental influences do not make children in the same family similar to one another, however, little is known about which specific aspects of the environment are responsible. Identical (MZ) twins provide a uniquely powerful tool to search for specific nonshared environmental influences independent of nonshared genetics because such twins do not differ genetically. The sample consisted of 93 MZ twin pairs aged 10-18 years from the Nonshared Environment and Adolescent Development (NEAD) project. Reports of parental negativity and adolescent adjustment were obtained from parents, ratings of videotaped observations, and the adolescents themselves. Relative differences of mothers' and fathers' negativity within MZ pairs correlated significantly with MZ differences in antisocial behaviour. The correlations were moderate for within-reporter associations, but were negligible for associations between reporters. Possible interpretations for these source-specific findings are discussed.